Winter A to Z

“A” sing an alphabet this winter day.
“B” for boys and girls at play.
“C” for crackly, crunchy snow.
“D” for 10 degrees below.
“E” for extra gear we wear
to keep out the winter air.

“F” for freezing feet and toes.
“G” for giant drifts of snow.
“H” for hats and scarves and mitts,
passed on down when they don’t fit.
“I” for I don’t want to wear scratchy thermal underwear.

“J” for jump and run and hide,
“K” to keep warm when outside.
“L” for liners in my mitts.
“M” for “Mommy, these don’t fit!”
“N” for noisy games we play.
“O” for one-horse open sleigh.

“P” for piles and piles of snow we must shovel, dig and throw.
“Q” for quiet winter strolls.
“R” for snowballs that we roll.
“S” for snowman, snow and ski.
“T” for toboggan, room for three.

“U” underneath the clouds so white,
“V” vanilla snow is bright.
“W” winter grumbling.
“X” for extra shoveling.
“Y” you know it won’t be long ‘til
“Z” will end this winter song.
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